
3. What inspired your design? Talk us through the concept and the process 
from start to finish.  

 
____ 

The	Inspiration.	
      My design has been inspired by countless flee5ng moments, encounters and thoughts 

from my life. ‘I hope I can pull it altogether for you!’ 

“In	order	to	carry	out	a	positive	action	we	must	develop	a	positive	vision.”	

Dalai	Lama	

I believe, all good designs are purposeful.  

With our current world disorder, our fast-paced/ high-stress living, social media pressures, 
pursuit of perfec9on and unfavourable afflic9on with materialis9c wealth, I wanted to create 
a ‘purpose-driven design’ that would resonate with the wearer … to make the wearer think 
about ‘life’….  about their own life. 

Wabi -Sabi, is an ancient Japanese way to view the world. It can be translated to mean ‘flawed 
beauty’ or ‘the perfec9on in imperfec9on.’ It oFen refers to the thought of finding beauty in 
every aspect of imperfec5on in nature. It is about the aesthe9cs of things in existence, that 
are imperfect, impermanent, and incomplete… nature is organic, asymmetrical, or otherwise 
‘imperfect’ but s9ll aesthe9cally pleasing. It offers a refuge from our modern world view, of 
our ever-growing obsession with perfec9on. It mo9ons us to constantly search for the beauty 
in imperfec9on and accept the more natural cycle of life. Wabi-Sabi is an elegant philosophy 
that denotes a more connected way of living—a lifestyle, where we are deeply connected to 
nature, and thus, beKer connected to our truest inner-selves.  It reminds us that all things 
including us and life itself, are impermanent, incomplete, and imperfect.  Wabi -Sabi is a 
philosophy for approaching life: Accept what is, that everything is impermanent, stay in the 
present moment, and appreciate the simple, transient stages of life that is full of endless 
flee9ng moments. 

https://www.mydomaine.com/kintsugi-4771667
https://www.mydomaine.com/kintsugi-4771667


The	Concept.	
‘I	noticed	one	day,	when	I	was	walking	along	the	beach,	that	people	were	collecting	
shells….	searching	for	that	perfect	intact	shell.	We	are	always	searching	for	perfection.		
I	started	to	notice	‘other’	things.	They	weren’t	the	shells’,	but	irregular	shaped	pieces	of	
coral	that	had	washed	up	on	to	the	beach.	They	had	holes!	They	had	Flaws!	Holes	that	you	
could	see	all	the	way	through…beauty	in	the	perfectly	imperfect.	…it	is	ok	to	have	holes!!’	

							 	
I spent several days mulling over a concept based in the philosophy of Wabi- Sabi and how to 
interpret it…. My ‘idea’ was to design a ring that showed duality… a contrast between two 
world views/aesthe9c values. 

“If	you	hear	a	voice	within	you	say,	‘you	cannot	paint,'	then	by	all	means	paint,	and	that	voice	
will	be	silenced.”	–	Vincent van Gogh 

I have always been cap9vated by the work of Van Gogh. An Ar9st who sold only one artwork 
during his life, but in the century aFer his death became the most recognised painter of all 
9me.  He was inspired by the Great Japanese Printmakers that preceded him. He oFen used 
heavy outlines and posi9oned his subjects, against richly decorated, flat backgrounds and 
depicted Japanese prints in the background of his portraits 

Japanese Aesthe9c Values of  

Wabi – Sabi found in Nature

Tradi9onal Western Aesthe9c Values

Natural Man - made

Naturalism Materialism

Imperfec9on Perfec9on

Asymmetry Symmetry

Impermanence Enduring

Simplicity Complexity

Incompleteness Completeness

Organic Inorganic

My collec5on of 
coral pieces from 
Mon Repos 
Beach in 
Bundaberg.



                                              
Van Gogh owned over 500 Japanese woodblock prints including Hokusai’s, ‘Great Wave off 
Kanagawa’ 1831. Vincent was a great admirer of this Japanese print, writing vividly to his 
brother Theo: Hokusai’s "waves are ‘claws’, the boat is caught in them, you can feel it". 

It is believed, Van Gogh was inspired by Hokusai’s ‘Great Wave ‘when he painted his now 
famous ‘Starry Night’ in 1889.  

                                              

‘Hokusai’s	‘Great	Wave’	is	a	powerful	iconic	image.	It	evokes	the	very	force	of	nature…the	
beauty	of…	the	imperfect,	the	impermanence,	the	incompleteness	of	nature.	The	Wabi-Sabi	
of	this	Fleeting	moment.’		

The	Process.	
I knew I wanted to use Hokusai’s imagery … the ‘claws’, as described by Van Gogh.  With 
considera9on to imagery placement and duality, I started with the tradi9onal /classic circular 
signet face to be worn on the middle finger or ring finger of the non-dominant hand. I have 
since discovered Winston Churchill, famously leF-handed, wore his signet ring on the ring 
finger of his right hand.  

                                     

Over the 9me I have been following Crooked Howlet Designs, I have certainly spent hours 
looking at the various designs and styles. ….so, was I influenced /inspired by previous designs? 
When you are looking for inspira9on, you always draw on what you see and how you see it. 
Endless CHD, including previous design comp winners, with their designs flowing down the 



shank or the flat highly polished side of ‘Half Life,’ all played a part in my thought processes. 
So, I would like to acknowledge the ‘awesome designs that preceded me’. 

When trying to decide how I would represent the ‘duality’ in the ring design, I thought about 
perfec9on. A ‘perfectly polished por9on’ where you can almost see your reflec9on in it was 
my only thought. During my Art College days, I had a Lecturer (an Ar9st in his own right) that 
taught us about the power of design. He said no maKer what, ‘always have an element of 
surprise’. The 9p of the wave breaking into the polished surface and the wave spilling out 
from under the rim down the shank…my elements of surprise.  

About a year ago, I no9ced the barista who was making my coffee had the most beau9ful leaf 
designs on her arm. I had no idea what they were un9l I did some of my own research.  The 
beau9ful Gingko Leaf TaKoos became the symbolism I decided to use in my design.  The idea 
of the Ginkgo leaf on the shank would be another compelling example of nature. The survival 
of Ginkgo Biloba tree is a true testament to nature as prevailing force, as the oldest surviving 
tree species in the world, da9ng back before the Mesozoic Era. In Japanese culture the leaf of 
the Gingko tree is a symbol of courage, persistence, and strength.  

          

                               

I wanted to also use a symbol for Wabi- Sabi and found the Enso Symbol. Zen Buddhists 
use a round symbol called Enso to express their version of Wabi-Sabi. This perfect circle of 
black ink painted with a thick brush is made of infinite motion: always moving, never 
standing still. Sometimes, a painting will feature a gap in the circle. This open version of an 
Enso has both an end and beginning, reminding us that all things have a start and finish. 
The incomplete circle points out the imperfections in existence, and how we should strive 
to appreciate and understand things for the moment in time they exist, however imperfect 
they may be. To a Zen priest, this life is but a brief spark in a grand timeline of many 
lifetimes.  

                                                               



A great example of Wabi-Sabi is the art of kintsugi, where cracked or broken poKery is filled 
with precious metal – liquid gold, liquid silver or lacquer dusted with powdered gold – to 
bring together the pieces of a broken poKery item and at the same 9me enhance the breaks. 
The technique consists in joining fragments and giving them a new, more refined aspect. 
Every repaired piece is unique, because of the randomness with which ceramics shaKers and 
the irregular paKerns formed that are enhanced with the use of metals. It is to showcase the 
beauty of its age and damage rather than hiding it — a metaphor for embracing your flaws 
and imperfec9ons. I learnt about Kintsugi at Art College as a Ceramic student.                  

 

This reminded me of the quote from Leonard Cohen …who also wrote and sang ‘Hallelujah’. 

  

Finally , my hallmark. It came from my love of Cats. I love their ‘sass’. I turned the stylised 
image of a cat into a logo:  ‘C’ for Crystelle -head shape, the ‘R’ ( Ruby- my second name ) as 
the nose and the ears as the ‘M’ for McLaren. 

4. What does it mean to you to win this compe77on?  

Everything!!!! It is the jus9fica9on that I shouldn’t have self-doubt in my ability. It has given 
me valida9on and the confidence that I s9ll have ‘crea9vity’ aFer having put it on hold for 
such a long 9me. I am overwhelmed by the faith CHD had in my design and to be given an 
opportunity of a life9me. I am proud to be associated with CHD and what they stand for: 
-unique handmade sterling silver and gold jewellery…bespoke and custom designs. 

5. What is next for you?  

I was unsure if this quote 
could fit on the band.... 
inside or outside?



“Don’t think about making art, just get it done.  Let everyone else decide if it’s good 
or bad, whether they love it or hate it.  While they are deciding, make even more art.” 

–  

Andy Warhol 

I want to keep making Art. I am not sure what that looks like for now…. to con9nue Wabi- Sabi 
designs for rings!! …maybe work towards an Art Exhibi9on, become a taKooist? 

   


